
Sometimes things don ’t always go as planned .

The events that led to the merging of the

DivWerx lab and the Flight Deck lab was one

of those times . The result of those unplanned

events , however , has led to a “Power Up” for

the RCAF , as coined by the combined lab ’s

new CTO , Tim Bartram . While a significant

amount of the logistics still need to be figured

out (name , accounts , positions etc .) it ’s hard

not to be excited by the potential of putting

two high performing teams together and

seeing what they can do to drive change in the

organization . And , let ’s face it , there is no

shortage of work , it ’s just a matter of where to

start !
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BLACK HISTORY MONTH

IN THE RCAF: LINCOLN

ALEXANDER
By : Matthew Olsen 

The Honourable Lincoln Alexander was

born in Toronto in 1922. In the Second

World War, Alexander served as a

Corporal and Wireless Operator with the

RCAF, but his weak eyesight kept him

out of combat. Alexander quit the RCAF

in 1945 after a superior refused to act

upon racial discrimination Alexander

had experienced in a Vancouver bar.

Despite this, he forged ahead in public

service, later becoming a lawyer, the first

Federal Black Cabinet Minister, and the

Lieutenant Governor of Ontario. Learn

more about him here. 

https://www.cbc.ca/news/opinion/opinion-lincoln-alexander-day-1.5426137


FLIGHT DECK FEATURE: JACK HALL
Hey everyone , My name is Jack Hall , I am one of the

fullstack developers at the flight deck this term . I am

a computer science student at the University of

Waterloo in my second year . So far throughout the

term I have been having a blast learning and working

with the other Co-ops , on our projects . It has been a

great experience to watch our work evolve from

ideation into a working piece of software . Outside of

work , I enjoy jogging and hanging out with my

roommates as I find fresh air and being social are

great ways to stay grounded in the pandemic .

Additionally having spent all this time inside has

allowed me to get back into reading , I would highly

recommend The Reality Bubble by Ziya Tong . I can ’t

wait to see what adventures and challenges our team

will encounter in the next couple months , and I look

forward to keeping all of our readers updated .

CAESAR'S RIDDLE:
A farmer needs to take a fox , a

chicken , and a sack of grain
across a river . The only way across

the river is by a small boat , which

can only hold the farmer and one

of the three items . Left

unsupervised , the chicken will eat

the grain , and the fox will eat the

chicken . However , the fox won ’t try

to eat the grain , and neither the fox

nor the chicken will wander off .

How does the farmer get
everything across the river?

Shahil's Friday Favourites

TV Show: 

The Mandalorian

"This is the way"

Favourite

Chocolate Bar: 

KitKat: Chunky
(Cookie Dough)

Note: This week's Friday Favourites was not sponsored by Disney nor KitKat

Answer: The farmer must follow these steps: 1. Take the
chicken across the river. 2. Come back with an empty
boat. 3. Take the grain across the river.Bring the chicken
back. 4. Take the fox across the river. 5. Come back with
an empty boat. 6. Take the chicken across the river.
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